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01 Quality- The excitement of the material mix merges with the relaxed manner in 
which it is perceived. Metal columns, varnished or wooden fronts interspersed with 
matte glass combine to become a visual and haptic result and can be coordinated 
individually. Apart from several types of exclusive varnishes and woods for the 
door elements, matte and colored glass are also available to match the fronts. All 
of the elements thus combine to form a whole which is not only striking in terms 
of its design and function, but in its quality too. All Alas materials are tested and 
comply with maximum requirements. The emphasis is on accuracy, durability and 
quality right down to the last detail. The result of a first-class finish, according to 
maximum demands on craftsmanship is quality which will continue to be  convincing 
for years without losing any of its unique character. The Alas ex perience thus 
reveals its fascination time after time as it glides open lightly and noiselessly.



Function- A sophisticated cabinet concept such as Alas evolves by taking alternative routes. After all, does a cabinet really have to look like a cabinet? The focus 
here during development was on inner values. The result is an item of furniture which is unlike anything else, nor is it suitable for everyone. Alas symbolizes 
convenience and opport un ities and is adapted towards your lifestyle. Choose between two different depths for the containers, for example: full depth as a 
wardrobe 21 11/16” (55 cm) and less deep for living areas 15 3/4” (40 cm). Alas is also available as a rolling  indi vidual system comprising of roller  con tainers, 
or linked as an infinite shelf wall with legs and shelving compartments. A com plete system comprised of compatible elements which are spacious. You decide 
where the shirts are to be hung and how many drawers you need and you can change the arrangement at any time. Alas is proof of ideas and imagination. This 
is how practical and attractive living can be.

Alas enables you to be yourself as it aligns its interior according to your lifestyle and not the other way around. Alas adapts your lifestyle both in terms of form and function, enriching it with its 
unmistakable character. Its autonomous and light construction lifts all borders with mobile and versatile containers providing you with the freedom you desire. What you want is what counts. The front 
links the entire unit whose doors fire every room yet integrate harmoniously. Alas reflects your requirements.
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03 Living independently and inspired by your very own style: Alas as mobile interior 
design. You are absolutely free to determine the boundaries between living areas: 
in the middle of the room, diagonally, cross-corners. Choices of shelves, clothes 
racks and drawers allow you to maximize  the  intended function. Choices of 
width, length and finish create a numerous variations in configuration. The Texo 
bed is a compelling synthesis of industrial forms and masterly craftsmanship: 
the steel tubing structure of the head end is covered with woven elasticized 
cotton straps-creating a unique blend of comfort and light transparency.



Whether a cabinet should actually look like a cabinet is determined by the person 
living with it. A generous system  individually transformable and made possible by a 
separate door element and mobile, freely-combinable rolling containers. Avail able in two 
widths and depths for increased independence: door element as a cross-corner solution 
with walk-in wardrobe, rolling container 21 11/16” (55 cm) available with clothes rail, 
sliding elements, drawers and a mirror element.
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05 Alas also feels at home in living areas. Open or closed, defined with a low depth 
of only 15 3/4” (40 cm). Alas as a harmonious overall aesthetic image which is 
both functional and attractive. The excitement of the material mix and individual 
partition variants such as shelves, open inserts, compartments closed with flaps, 
various pull-out elements for CDs etc. and drawers, as well as various heights, 
round off the multiple concept. Living-room concept comprised of a door element 
with containers combined with several open container elements as a single shelf 
on castors or as a   stationary add-on version.



Alas at the front. Behind it limitless space. Alas meets the challenges of the 
times. Rooms are reorganized in terms of their arrangement and intensity of 
use. Parallel functions create synergies. Alas permits frequently used items to be 
stowed in an easily accessible manner in a single cabinet as well as providing a 
way of concealing them in a subtle and decorative way. A single hand movement 
and the cabinet is trans formed into an entertainment centre.

Alas as a small office. A cabinet. A concept for a flexible and efficient lifestyle which uses the available 
space in an optimum manner while keeping the balance between function and aesthet ics. A media 
cabinet and office in one. The extremely airy, weightless and symmetric design makes Alas unique as 
it immediately upgrades any room thanks to its clear design. The doors can be rotated through 180°: 
door element with two rolling containers.
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07 Borders disappear. A room presents endless opportunities. With Alas, you 
determine what is necessary. Alas interior design quality permits unlimited 
freedom. Hovering as a room divider when closed, only by opening its doors by 
up to 180° is the office revealed. Subtle colors and adapted to its surroundings 
and your requirements. The glass panel accentuates its light and weightless 
character. A series of door elements combined with a rolling writing desk 
container. Particular feature: when extended, the writing desk panels present an 
ideal ergonomic working depth; when retracted, the keyboard disappears between 
them. Includes a simple side fixture for holding the computer tower.



Everything is subject to change. You can live where and how you wish. Alas 
is so versatile that you always remain the focus of your life, right in the middle 
instead of as a peripheral phenomenon. Modules include castors or are available 
with subtle feet and a linking feature. Another detail: inserts subdivide the shelf 
arrangement and can be used as appropriate.
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09 Transparency, lightness and versatility. A construction so detailed that everything 
else appears to float. It is not the furniture that is the center of attention, as 
it becomes more of a supporting element. Alas thus determines the   setting in 
a casual manner. A vision of weightlessness evolves, which becomes even more 
intense thanks to its new and trans lucent rear and side panels.

The flexible add-on design permits Alas to be extended elegantly and easily. 
The selection available includes three different heights of 2, 3 and 5 elements 
allowing all kinds of combinations from a sideboard to a tall cabinet. The 
various element heights can also be inter-combined. Linked with the semi-
transparent rear and side panel, Alas changes its face and can thus be used 
as a multifunctional room divider.



Opposites attract, don’t they? Alas presents content as a harmonious 
understatement. So restrained and subtle that it is the contents that are 
highlighted while Alas remains so clear and pithy that an unambiguous frame is 
defined to accommodate books, CDs or other items equally effectively. Series with 
built-in Alas containers on feet and supplemented by drawers. Particular feature: 
harmonious combination with Menos cupboards.
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11 The charm of simplicity and the power of geometry merge to become a timeless 
design from which nothing distracts. Alas focuses attention on the contents. Your 
gaze does not have to look, it automatically finds again and again. This is ensured 
by the excellent and exact finish and quality which are visible right down to the 
last little detail. In order to adapt Alas even better to your requirements, useful 
extras such as book ends and slide-in inserts for subdividing shelf ar rangements 
are also available.

When it comes to books, each one represents a world of its own. A memory. Each one has attracted 
attention and imagination. Now they are the centre of attention. Arranged as a wall of books which 
is inviting, inspiring and representing a mirror of everything that moves – fascinating and important. 
And each book has its own particular place – beside pictures and CDs, beside valuable and personal 
items. New arrangements evolve again and again creating exciting collages as individual as you are and 
reflecting a little of yourself each time.



Listening with your eyes. Pull-out CD drawer elements with aluminium inserts. 
One hand movement to pull out your CD collection from the shelf elem ent and 
flick through them. The drawer element then disappears again conveniently and 
elegantly. And you can sit back and enjoy the music.

The most elegant way of seeing nothing. A flap integrated in the shelf 
compartment any way you like as a panel to conceal what you hold dear.
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13 Alas is a universal space concept, as it enables you to realize concepts of space 
which unite a variety of living and functional areas: meeting, dining, working 
- everything in the same room. Door element providing visual protection and 
concealing items which are not meant to be seen, but should still remain easily 
accessible. Combination represents a harmonious transition from a door element 
to a shelf element.



_white

_black

_quartz

_pebble grey

_light blue

_silver

Matte lacquer- 
Lacquer I-

Glass-

Velvet lacquer-
Lacquer II-

Wood-

_caviar

_maize yellow

_carmine red

_wild rose red

_barolo

_plum blue

_caviar

_carmine red

_wild rose red

_barolo

_plum blue

_maple

 white
_frosted glass

 green
_frosted glass

_pebble grey

_caviar

_wild rose red

_barolo

_plum blue

_ocean blue

notice- Color discrepancies are possible for lacquer, 
glass and wood finishes
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15

Element with two wing-doors each 23 5/8” [60 cm]

central axis and stop bar adjustable central axis 

from 92 9/16” - 106 5/16” [ 235 - 270 cm]

Width-
49 1/4” [125,0 cm]

Height-
88 5/8” [225,0 cm]

Element with two wing-doors each 31 1/2”  [80 cm]

central axis and stop bar adjustable central axis 

from 92 9/16” - 106 5/16” [ 235 - 270 cm]

Width-
65” [165,0 cm]

Height-
88 5/8” [225,0 cm]

Element with two wing-doors each 35 7/16” [90 cm]

central axis and stop bar adjustable central axis 

from 92 9/16” - 106 5/16” [ 235 - 270 cm]

 

Width-
72 7/8” [185,0 cm]

Height-
88 5/8” [225,0 cm]



Height-
5 space

84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]

Add on shelf-
Width-
21 1/8” 

[53,5 cm]

Add on shelf-
Width-
28 15/16” 

[73,5 cm]

Basic shelf-
Width-
29 9/16” 

[75,0 cm]

Width-
29 9/16” 

[75,0 cm]

Width-
21 11/16” 

[55,0 cm]

Height-
3 space

52 7/8” 

[134,4 cm]

Height-
2 space

37 1/8” 

[94,2 cm]

Measure-endless shelf in different heights

Design-fitted shelves: maple_white_profile: anodized aluminum_foot with alu colored metal
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17

Mobile unit- 

with five fitted 

shelves

Width-
21 11/16” 

[55,0 cm]

Height-
84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]

Mobile unit- 

with five fitted shelves

Width-
29 9/16” 

[75,0 cm]

Height-
84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]

Mobile unit- 

with clothes rack 

and two fitted 

shelves

Width-
21 11/16” 

[55,0 cm]

Height-
84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]

Mobile unit-
2 drawers and

clothes rack

Width-
21 11/16” 

[55,0 cm]

Height-
84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]

Endless shelf

Width-
63 13/16” 

[162,0 cm]

Equipment-

compartment with 4x partition

compartment with 6x partition

compartment with clap-board

compartment with drawers

Mobile unit- 

with clothes rack 

and fitted shelves

Width-
21 11/16” 

[55,0 cm]

Height-
84 1/2” 

[214,5 cm]


